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Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
10 albums shared with you

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Friends

Invite sent 23 hours ago

Username

Send Reminder

Pending Approval

Invite sent 2 days ago to:

Username

Send Reminder

username@email.com

Pending Approval

Invite sent 100 days ago to:

Username

Reminder sent on 3/5/2013

4

username@email.com

Pending Approval

Invite Friends

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
10 albums shared with you

Username
10 albums shared with you

Username
10 albums shared with you

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
10 albums shared with you

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
10 albums shared with you

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
100 albums shared with you 23

Username
10 albums shared with you

Namesort friends by:

you have 100 Friends.
joshua m.

Search Your Friends...
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Shared Albums (0)

Album Title

me + X others

Album Title

me + X others

Album Title

me + X others

close

Click Thru to Album

Clicking on an album 
title takes you to that 
album.

Click to Select

Selecting or 
unselecting a checkbox 
shares or unshares that 
album with this user.

Pending Approval - OMW Member

Member Invites have 2 states: 

1) Send Reminder
2) Reminder Sent

Pending Approval - OMW Non-Member

Non-Member Invites include the email 
address the email invitation was sent to.

Pending Approval

Reminder sent.
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AlbumAlbumAlbum

Friend's Profile - Public Albums - Share An Album With This Friend

Album

15 public photos
Album Title

Album

15 public photos
Album Title

Album

15 collaborative photos
Album Title

8

Album

15 shared photos
Album Title 24

Album

15 shared photos
Album Title

owner

17

RecentAll Albums (1,500)filter by: sort by:

bilbo b.
bday December 6
Hobbiton

Professional adventure seeker, dragon 

slayer, and pretty much the coolest hobbit 

ever.  I like long walks.  Really long walks. 

The kind that entail epic adventures.

friends

share an album with bilbo!
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Shared Albums (0)

Album Title

me + X others

Album Title

me + X others

Album Title

me + X others

close

Click Thru to Album

Clicking on an album 
title takes you to that 
album.

Click to Select

Selecting or 
unselecting a checkbox 
shares or unshares that 
album with this user.

Toggle List View

Users can toggle between a 
clean grid or a scattered 
mosaic.  This selection persists 
through their session until the 
user changes it.  This only 
applies to profile pages and 
album pages.
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Album

15 collaborative photos
Album Title

8

Album

15 collaborative photos
Album Title

33

Album

15 collaborative photos
Album Title

13

AlbumAlbumAlbum

Friend's Profile - Collaborative Albums - Manage Collaborators

Album

15 collaborative photos
Album Title

24

Album

17

15 collaborative photos
Album Title

owner

Collaborative (500)+ Recentfilter by: sort by:

Professional adventure seeker, dragon 

slayer, and pretty much the coolest hobbit 

ever.  I like long walks.  Really long walks. 

The kind that entail epic adventures.

bilbo b.
bday December 6
Hobbiton

friends

1 album shared with bilbo
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Collaborators (17)

joshua m.

joanna s.

gretta g.

+

You own this album

cancel

remove from album

Collaborators (24)

joanna s.

joshua m.

joanna s.

jonathan s.

Filter Dropdown

These are albums 
that you and this 
user collaborate 
on together.

Click Thru to Profile

Clicking on a user pic 
or username takes you 
to that user's profile.

Album Control

Easily remove users 
from an album.

Add Collaborators

Clicking the + sign 
opens up the Album 
Info modal.
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Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Friend's Album - Public Album

Bilbo's Unexpected Journey (16 photos)bilbo b.

Photo

11323

Album ActionsAlbum Info
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Download

Print

Back To Profile

The user pic and 
username are 
clickable and 
return you to that 
user's profile.

Album Type

This icon communicates the 
visibility setting of an album.

This button launches the 
Album Info modal.
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bilbo b.

Add a comment...

Post

20 Comments

Cancel

samantha q. 2 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

bilbo b. 4 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

katie p. 6 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

shaq o. 8 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

Friend's Photo - Public Album

Photo

Chickasawhatchee, GAThis is an awesome caption to inspire users to comment on this photo!  
Yay for captions!!

MAR

15

Photo Actions1 of 16 in album: Bilbo's Unexpected Journey

view all
323 Likes
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Download

Print

Report

Back To Profile

The user pic and 
username are 
clickable and 
returns you to 
that user's profile.

Album Type

This icon communicates the 
visibility setting of the album 
this photo is in.

Back To Album

The album name is 
clickable and returns 
you to the album level.
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Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Photo

11323

Friend's Album - Collaborative Album

Photo

11323

38bilbo b. Bilbo's Unexpected Journey (16 photos) + Add Photos Album ActionsAlbum Info
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Collaborators (38)

joshua m.

ty w.

joanna s.

gretta g.

you can add photos Launches the Add Photos modal.

Click Thru to Profile

Clicking on a user pic 
or username takes you 
to that user's profile.
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Add a comment...

Post

20 Comments

Cancel

samantha q. 2 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

bilbo b. 4 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

katie p. 6 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

shaq o. 8 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

Friend's Photo - Collaborative Album

38
bilbo b. 1 of 16 in album: Bilbo's Unexpected Journey

Photo

Chickasawhatchee, GAThis is an awesome caption to inspire users to comment on this photo!  
Yay for captions!!

MAR

15

Photo Actions

view all
323 Likes

+ Add Photos
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Download

Print

Report

Collaborators (38)

joshua m.

ty w.

joanna s.

gretta g.

you can add photos

Click To Maximize

Clicking anywhere on a photo 
maximizes it to 1024x768, 
which pushes Comments and 
Likes down the page.
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Add a comment...

Post

20 Comments

Cancel

samantha q. 2 hours ago
Aenean a tortor sed velit rhoncus auctor nec eu ligula. Donec 
vitae lacus varius sapien sollicitudin imperdiet a et massa

323 Likes

Photo

This is an awesome caption to inspire users to comment on this photo!  Yay for captions!! MAR

15Chickasawhatchee, GA

Friend's Photo - Collaborative Album - Photo Maximized

38
bilbo b. 1 of 16 in album: Bilbo's Unexpected Journey Photo Actions+ Add Photos
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Download

Print

Report

Collaborators (38)

joshua m.

ty w.

joanna s.

gretta g.

you can add photos

Caption Widens

Only the caption container widens 
when a photo is maximized.  This 
allows the geo tag and the date to 
remain the same size.

Move Down

A maximized 
photo's bottom 
edge pushes the 
Comments and 
Likes functionality 
down  so that 
they are not 
covered.

Click To Minimize

Clicking anywhere on a 
maximized photo minimizes it, 
bringing all content back to its 
original position.


